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Abstract 

 

This project reviews the study, development, and implementation of a cross-

curricular technology curriculum for grade K-4 within the Pacific Northwest District of 

the WELS and District 12 of the ELS.  The curriculum is designed to be implemented 

within the current curriculum of a school and not create an additional class.  The 

curriculum aligns all of the ISTE Standards for Students (2016) within core subjects of a 

normal school’s curriculum.   
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Chapter I: Introduction 

Problem/Purpose of the Study 

Technology education is a key component of an education that prepares students 

for a highly technological world where they can serve their Savior.  Some schools in the 

Pacific Northwest District of the Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran Synod (WELS) 

struggle to integrate key technology components into the curriculum. This capstone 

project was an effort to design a cross-subject integration of technology into the regular 

curriculum of a school for kindergarten through 4th grades, with the intent to add grades 

5-8 in subsequent years. It was designed for any teacher to integrate into their curriculum.  

Most importantly, it equips teachers to prepare their students to use their faith while 

leveraging technology in their lives. 

Importance of the Study 

There are K-8 technology curricula that have been created and integrated into 

schools around the WELS.  Many of these curricula recommended an actual class where 

students are instructed.  These curricula were often written to teach skills that are not up-

to-date with current International Society of Technology in Education (ISTE) standards.  

Many WELS teachers do not have the background to update these curricula to meet the 

needs of students in today’s world.  

WELS schools have a deep need for a curriculum that is put into simple language 

for teachers to not only teach but also to keep current as technology changes.  The 

curricular design created for this project will be able to be integrated into the normal core 

curriculum to instruct students in topics like digital citizenship, word processing, 
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spreadsheets, videography, digital presentations, computer programming, 3D modeling, 

and many more topics.  This type of curriculum will allow teachers to enhance the 

learning in these core classes while using technology.   

Students leave the WELS K-8 system schools with various levels of technology 

skills and practices.  Integrating these various skill sets into a local WELS or public high 

school can be challenging.  Also, some students are not being taught proper, Christ-

centered digital citizenship during their K-8 years which may contribute to misuse of 

technology later in life.  This curriculum will guide teachers in the Pacific Northwest K-8 

WELS schools to prepare students effectively for high school and beyond.   

Project Goal 

This curriculum project provides schools in the Pacific Northwest District of the 

WELS with a K-4 technology curriculum designed to be integrated into the core 

curriculum of their schools.  In addition, the curriculum aligns with the ISTE Standards 

as well as the Educational Technology Learning Standards of Washington State.  This 

curriculum is written for schools in Washington, but could be used throughout the WELS 

in any of the K-8 schools. 

. 
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Chapter II: Literature Review 

Literature Review 

Integration Struggle to Teaching 

 Many teachers struggle to integrate technology into their classroom teaching.  

Rebora (2016) reported that teachers, as a whole, still face challenges in integrating 

technology into their teaching in transformative ways.  Moeller (2011) stated that only 23 

percent of teachers surveyed felt prepared to integrate technology into their instruction.  

Many of these ill-prepared teachers tried to use technology but ran into obstacles or did 

not have enough time to adequately find a tool that fit the learning needs and goals.  

Students got the brunt of the obstacles because they did not have an opportunity to utilize 

technology in their learning, not allowing teachers the many teachable moments that 

students need in their lives with technology (Moeller, 2011).   

Tech Explosion 

 With the sudden onslaught of technology over the past few decades, teachers are 

failing to prepare both new teachers and students how to effectively teach digital 

citizenship within the school curriculum.  Pusey & Sadera (2012) reported even teachers 

born during the 1990s and later do not innately possess digital citizenship knowledge.  

Many teachers cannot even protect their own information or cannot pinpoint clues of 

threats to their data.  Teachers and administrators were overwhelmed by the digital 

revolution and failed to proactively create the curriculum necessary to train their teachers 

and students in digital citizenship.  Wong (2015) stated that many administrators find it 

difficult to fit these important skills into their already packed curriculum. 
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Magic Bullet 

 Teachers are often looking for that technological magic bullet to increase student 

engagement.  Dr. Lin Carver (2016) concluded that teachers were looking to increase 

student engagement, but as a result, failed to use technology to extend learning by 

evaluating information.  This often was the fault of “barriers” that were in the way of the 

instructors.  These barriers were most often equated to the technology knowledge level of 

the teacher.  Once these barriers were torn down, Carver surmised that teachers would 

then more easily “expand technology usage in evaluating curricular content, increasing 

student engagement, and differentiating instruction” (p. 115).   

Lack of Leadership 

 One of the largest barriers is that many school leaders are not equipped to 

encourage technology within their schools in its proper usage.  Machado and Chung 

(2015) highlighted the important role of the principal in the integration of technology in 

the classroom.  Although they felt the topic needs more research, they were able to 

conclude that the principal oversees the school’s mission and vision. Thus, principals 

deeply impact the correct use of technology in the school’s curriculum and classrooms.  

If the principal is not knowledgeable about technology, then the school will be at a 

disadvantage for proper integration of technology in the curriculum. 

With numerous barriers facing teachers and various ill-equipped principals, many 

schools fail to intentionally cover the ISTE Standards within their curriculum.  The ISTE 

Standards for Students and the ISTE Standards for Teachers are sets of standards created 

by the International Society of Technology in Education, updated most recently in 2016.  

These standards were created to encourage and highlight digital citizenship and raise to 
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light the fact that students are living in both the physical and digital world.  These 

standards were meant to increase the productivity in teaching and make education better 

(ISTE, 2016). 

Creating curricula to equip teachers and administrators is a solution.  However, 

Wong (2015) reminds us that technology is constantly changing and that curricula need 

to be living and dynamic.  Once teachers incorporate technology effectively, materials 

and technologies need to “keep up” with the times. 
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Chapter III: Implementation 

Introduction 

The curriculum project was designed to fill a lack of technology integration 

within the associated grade schools of Evergreen Lutheran High School.  This section 

describes how this curriculum was created, the content of the curriculum and the field 

testing of the curriculum in one of the area schools.  The curriculum was specifically 

designed for the K-4 grade levels to be used within the Pacific Northwest District of the 

WELS.  At Lakewood Lutheran School, where the Kindergarten curriculum was field 

tested, the teacher and each student had access to an iPad, a SmartBoard, and various 

other materials in the classroom.  An on-going discussion concerning the content of the 

curriculum as it related to the ISTE standards was held with the implementing teacher 

throughout the year.  In addition, the teacher’s lesson plans were periodically reviewed to 

ensure technology was being integrated into the curriculum. 

Procedures 

Creating the cross-curricular technology curriculum was a lengthy process.  The 

process was begun by studying different materials, which included a close look into the 

Washington State Educational Technology Learning Standards to analyze the different 

standards and resources identified.  These standards were cross-referenced with the 

National ISTE Standards for Students.  Based upon the fact that the Washington State 

Educational Technology Standards were already dated in places because they were 

written in 2008, and that they were based on the ISTE Standards, the 2016 ISTE 

Standards for Students were selected as the base point for creating the curriculum.  

Information gathering continued by speaking with primary-grade teachers in the 
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association to see what they were currently doing in their classrooms.  From this point, 

substandards were created for each of the ISTE Standards for Students.  These 

substandards focused in on aspects of the ISTE Standards in understandable language to 

be met within the classroom.  A scope and sequence was constructed to lay out when 

each of these substandards should be introduced, reinforced, and finally met.  Finally, 

examples were constructed of subject areas where each of the substandards could be 

applied.  Each of these examples included a brief explanation and a hyperlink to 

information or an example from the Internet. The scope and sequence can be found in 

Appendix A, and the curriculum can be found in Appendix B. 

The Kindergarten portion of the curriculum was completed first and was field 

tested within the kindergarten classroom at Lakewood Lutheran School.  Examples were 

provided of how the curriculum could be integrated within the teacher’s current courses.  

Discussions happened with the teacher throughout the school year as they were needed. 

At the end of the school year, an extensive interview (Appendix C) was conducted 

with the teacher evaluate the Kindergarten portion of the curriculum.   

Artifacts  

The curriculum was constructed into three levels: Kindergarten, 1-2, and 3-4.  

These grade level combinations are the prevalent groupings within the Evergreen 

Lutheran High School association schools.  The curriculum was constructed and placed 

on a website for ease-of-use by teachers.  It was also placed onto a website to allow for 

the content to be easily updated from year to year as teachers utilize the curriculum.   

To assess the curriculum, an interview was done with the field testing classroom 

teacher.  This was done instead of a questionnaire to allow for open-ended discussion of 
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the curriculum.  The discussion with the teacher led to some changes and improvements 

to the curriculum, mostly in the area of better ideas for implementation.   

The curriculum is also assessed when students enter the 9th grade at Evergreen 

Lutheran High School.  A high school entrance exam (Appendix D) will be conducted to 

assess the complete K-8 curriculum and its effectiveness within the Evergreen Lutheran 

High School association students.  

Throughout the use of the curriculum, teachers will be able to react to the 

effectiveness of the curriculum and submit ideas for future innovative methods of using 

the standards within their classrooms. 

Results 

Overall, the field test of the Kindergarten portion of the curriculum went well.  

There were some needed improvements made, especially in content area implementation.  

The structure and the design of the curriculum were modified from a Google Document 

to a Google Site for easier accessibility.  A scope and sequence were added to give 

teachers an understanding of when certain substandards are introduced, reinforced, or 

mastered.   
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Chapter IV: Reflective Essay 

Introduction 

This project was designed to integrate technology into the curriculum of the 

associated grade schools of Evergreen Lutheran High School.  At this stage, the K-4 

portion of the curriculum has been completed.  It was a long and difficult process to 

research, gather and create materials useful for the K-4 classroom.  The final chapter 

reflects on the project and the steps to making the curriculum more effective in the future. 

Conclusions 

The first field test could have gone better.  The teacher could have been more 

adequately trained on the integration of the curriculum into subjects.  Often, the teacher 

would take the recommendation, but then place the content into a technology class.  The 

curriculum will flow more naturally if intentionally placed within preexisting courses.   

The Kindergarten curriculum flowed well, but was very difficult to complete all 

standards in a one-year period.  In the 1-4 grade curriculum, a teacher essentially has two 

years to completely teach and integrate the topic.  No new substandards are introduced in 

the second and fourth grade years, allowing the same teacher to introduce and reinforce 

the topic during the 1-2 grade years and the 3-4 grade years.  The Kindergarten level was 

difficult to integrate with only one year to fit in all the standards.  Perhaps, adding a pre-

school curriculum with the Kindergarten level might be a way to make it easier to 

integrate at the next iteration of this project. 

Overall, students were introduced and interacted more with technology within 

their classroom because of the use of the curriculum.  The students were more proficient 

at using the technology according to the teacher. 
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Recommendations 

Several improvements will need to be made as this curriculum continues 

evolving.  Teacher training is the first recommendation.  Since teachers’ schedules are 

full and unpredictable, a series of videos online that correspond with the materials would 

be helpful and encouraging for teachers who are struggling with the content. 

Another recommendation will be to continue updating this curriculum as teachers 

teach the content.  This curriculum will only be as dynamic as the content.  As teachers 

come up with ways to reach standards, they will be encouraged to share the content and 

grow the curriculum.  The curriculum was built with a top-down approach, but it needs to 

be maintained by the people in the trenches. The curriculum will continue to be modified 

on the website throughout its use by the teachers of the Evergreen Lutheran High School 

association. 
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Appendix A: Scope and Sequence 

Organized below is the Scope and Sequence for the Cross Curricular Technology 

Integration Curriculum.  It is currently completed from grades K-4.  This document can 

also be found at https://tinyurl.com/crosscurricularscopesequence  

  

https://tinyurl.com/crosscurricularscopesequence
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Appendix B: Curriculum 

Organized below are screenshots of example pages of the Cross-Curricular 

Technology Integration Curriculum.  It is currently completed from grades K-4.  The 

complete curriculum website can be found at 

https://sites.google.com/llhs.org/welstechnologycurriculum/home  

  

https://sites.google.com/llhs.org/welstechnologycurriculum/home
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Appendix C: Interview with Field Test Teacher 

Interview with Kindergarten Classroom Teacher: 

Previous to the curriculum: 

1. What would you rate your overall technology level before using the curriculum on 

a scale of 1-10 with 1 being the lowest?  Why would you rate yourself at this 

level? 

I would rate my previous experience a 3.  I had some experience but not a whole 

lot.  I mostly knew Office and Google.  

2. What was your previous work with technology curriculum in your classroom?   

I used a Smart Board and lap top.  That was about it.  I did not incorporate 

technology much.  

3. What amount of technology did you have in your classroom prior to using this 

curriculum?  

 

a. If minimal or small, what were the reasons that you did not use technology 

as much in your teaching and curriculum? 

I did not have much.  I had a smart Board, laptop, and a couple of iPads.  

Lack of funding was the main reason I did not have much.  A close second 

was the lack of experience. 

4. What was the feeling of students in previous years concerning technology? 

They were excited when ever technology was used.  They had fun using it.  

5. Did you feel that your students were prepared for technology in the 1st grade after 

leaving your classroom in previous years? 

yes 

 

Using the Cross Curricular Technology Curriculum: 

1. Did you feel that the curriculum was easy to interact with and understand?  If so, 

how? 

Yes.  It was written in an organized way that flowed. The examples of projects to 

do were very helpful in guiding my planning on making sure the standards were 

met.   

2. Did you feel that you were supported when you had questions concerning the 

curriculum?  If so, how? 

Yes.  When I emailed, phoned, or texted a question, I was given a response in an 

acceptable time frame.  The answer was guidance in explaining the way to work 

through the problem so next time I had the same problem, I knew how to tackle it 

on my own.  

3. Did you find the classroom examples of completing standards according to the 

curriculum useful?  If so, how? 

Very useful.  It was the guidance I needed to plan the appropriate activity to 
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accomplish the standard.  Without the examples, I would have understood the 

standard in a much different way.  It was a spring board to other ideas I could do.  

4. Which areas of the curriculum could use more work or attention? 

Behind or under the standards, a footnote explaining the language of the standard 

for those teachers unfamiliar with any technology wording. Having worked with 

many teachers who do not like technology, are afraid to use it, and/or have no 

knowledge, they will not use it unless it is spelled out for them.   

5. What type of technology level would a teacher need to be to use this curriculum 

in their classroom? 

A teacher with little experience could use this curriculum.  I was at a very basic 

level of technology when I began.  I gained in my experience through the 

guidance of this curriculum.  The teacher would have to put in the effort to plan 

and carry through the activities and explore the ways to carry out the curriculum.  

This curriculum spells out what needs to be done.  As much information as 

possible is given in the curriculum. 

6. What could be added to the curriculum to help you to use it? 

In order to help the teachers that have no technology experience whatsoever, a 

plan of ready-to-use activities with a script.   

7. Do you feel that your students are better prepared for the next level because of the 

curriculum?  Why? 

Yes.  My students definitely have more experience through this curriculum.  

Some activities that the students have done have been shown at parent nights or in 

the hallways at school and the parents make comments about how impressed they 

are.  

8. Do you feel you would recommend the curriculum to others?  Why? 

Most definitely.  It is a very thorough curriculum with clear expectations and 

specific examples of how to accomplish the goals.  
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Appendix D: High School Entrance Exam 

High School Technology Entrance Exam example questions 

 

 

 
 


